**Vagrant 1**

**Objectives:**

- Automated provisioning of vms

**Requirements:**

**Part I**

- Create a new git hub repository.
- Clone that repository
- Create a directory named **local**
  - Create a VagrantFile inside of **local**. This should provision a simple ubuntu machine with apache installed. You should have a virtual host declaration which serves content out of a synced folder.
  - Your synced folder should be named **web**
  - You may also have to sync your actual virtualhost declaration in a synced folder.
- Git commit and push your changes.

**Part II**

- Create a second directory named **aws**.
  - Should do the same stuff as above but on amazon.
  - As this has your secret keys and stuff in it, don’t push it to github or put it in your repo.

**Check off procedure:**

Send me your github link, and/or demonstrate that this works.